Richard Polenberg’s (HISTORY) new book “Hear My Sad Story” was reviewed by *The New York Times*.

**Stats at a Glance**
- 41 external media stories tracked
- 1 press release/tip sheet distributed
- 3 studio appearances arranged
- 14 Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra stories
- 7 Cornell Daily Sun stories
- 22 Tweets
- 7 Facebook posts

**Selected Stories**

**Humanities and Arts**

‘*Hear My Sad Story,*’ by Richard Polenberg
*New York Times*, 12/4/15
Richard Polenberg (HISTORY)

*NYS Baroque presents Bilson and Cambini Winds*
*Ithaca Journal*, 12/3/15
Malcolm Bilson (MUSIC)

*No man’s land*
*Kathmandu Post*, 12/3/15
Kathryn March (ANTHROPOLOGY)

*Rosa Parks’ legacy found in Black Lives Matter movement*
*Philly.com*, 12/2/15
Travis Gosa (AFRICANA)

*The Greek System: Should A College Student Join a Fraternity or Sorority?*
*Huffington Post*, 12/2/15
Orchestra to perform with famous pianists

*Ithaca*, 12/1/15

Miri Yampolsky (MUSIC)

Cornell dance students, choreographers host festival

*Ithaca Journal*, 12/1/15, *Cornell Chronicle*

Jumay Chu (PMA)

We've never really welcomed the huddled masses

*Pittsburgh Post Gazette*, 11/28/15

Maria Cristina Garcia (HISTORY, LATINA/O STUDIES)

What does Fed mean by "gradual"? Markets obsess over riddle

*Denver Post*, 11/28/15 and 3 other media outlets

Molly Diesing (LINGUISTICS)

Report: 50 U.S. Soldiers in Kobane, Syria to Train Kurds

*Breitbart*, 11/28/15

Mostafa Minawi (HISTORY)

Tanzania dominates Mabati-Cornell prize

*Daily Nation*, 11/28/15

Mukoma Wa Ngugi (ENGLISH)

Film by Alumnus Depicts Experiences of the 'Modern College Student'

*Cornell Daily Sun*, 12/3/15

Meg Alzona ’16 (CORNELL CINEMA, PMA)

Language program jump-starts students studying abroad

*Cornell Chronicle*, 12/2/15

Richard Feldman, Happiness Patrick Bulugu, Slava Paperno (LRC, AFRICANA, COMP LIT)

Undergrad's opera, 'La Tricotea,' debuts Dec. 3

*Cornell Chronicle*, 12/1/15

Patrick Braga ’17, Judith Peraino, Robert Isaacs (MUSIC)

Images of Glaciers From C.U. Expeditions on Display

*Cornell Daily Sun*, 11/30/15

Aaron Sachs (HISTORY)

New book spotlights paradoxes of female warrior role

*Cornell Chronicle*, 11/30/15

Oren Falk (HISTORY)

Prof. Ross Brann is Passionate About Engaging Students in Intellectual Inquiry

*Cornell Daily Sun*, 11/30/15
**Sciences and Math**

**Fast Radio Bursts Mystify Experts—for Now**
*Scientific American, 12/2/15*
James Cordes (ASTRONOMY)

**Weird Alien Planets Star in 'Extreme Solar Systems' Conference**
*Yahoo!News, 12/2/15 and 3 other media outlets*
Lisa Kaltenegger (ASTRONOMY)

**Armenian Astronomer Awarded NASA Lifetime Achievement Award**
*Asbarez, 12/1/15 and 3 other media outlets*
Yervant Terzian (ASTRONOMY)

**The Weird Science Behind Oobleck (Water + Cornstarch)**
*Epoch Times, 11/28/15, Cornell Daily Sun*
Itai Cohen, graduate student Neil Lin (PHYSICS)

**Alumni launch YouTube science series to enlighten and entertain**
*Ezra Update, November 2015*
Silviana Russo ’12 and Theo Wolf ’13

**NASA Scientists Discuss New Horizons Spacecraft’s Journey Past Pluto**
*Cornell Daily Sun, 12/4/15*

**Social Sciences**

**Social impact 2.0: Technology enters social arena, new-age entrepreneurs embrace it to increase reach**
*Economic Times, 12/4/15*
Phoebe Sengers (S&TS)

**How Drones Are Reshaping the World** (audio)
*America Abroad Media, 12/1/15*
Sarah Kreps (S&TS)

**Is Monogamy a Myth?**
*Yahoo!News, 11/30/15 and 1 other media outlet*
Alex Ophir, Danielle Lee (PSYCHOLOGY)

**“A much more thoughtful and (is it possible?) more mature director”: Woody Allen at Eighty**
*Bright Lights Film Journal, 11/14/15*
Jonathan Kirshner (GOVERNMENT)

**Eastern European Responses to the Influx of Migrants and Refugees** (audio)
*The Diplomatist, 11/5/15*
New book puts readers on the path to wisdom  
*Cornell Chronicle, 12/2/15*
Tom Gilovich (PSYCHOLOGY)

New book explores how objects support political power
*Cornell Chronicle, 12/1/15*
Adam Smith (ANTHROPOLOGY)

Leutert wins 2015 Fulbright-Hays award for China study
*Cornell Chronicle, 11/30/15*
Peter Katzenstein, graduate student Wendy Leutert (GOVERNMENT)

**Other Stories and Multiple Departments**

Physical sciences at Cornell ranked No. 9 in world
*Cornell Chronicle, 12/3/15*

Explaining music's 'chill' effect on the brain and body  *
*College of Arts & Sciences Website, 12/3/15*
Ron Hoy, Ariana Kim, Scott MacDonald (NBB, MUSIC, PHILOSOPHY)

Singing deans, profs, staff perform spirituals, Dec. 13
*Cornell Chronicle, 12/3/15*

Former presidential adviser Sandy Berger ’67 dies
*Cornell Chronicle, 12/2/15, Cornell Daily Sun*
(GOVERNMENT)

Alumnus rescued files that form Cornell's Nuremberg collection
*Ezra Update*, November 2015
Henry Korn ’68, Jonathan Rauchway ’94, Ralston R. Irvine ’23 (GOVERNMENT)

*Written and/or edited by A&S Communications staff*